• This paper addresses power allocation problems for a dual-hop full-duplex multicarrier decode-forward relay system with or without a direct link from the source to the destination. The full-duplex relay has a residual self-interference proportional to its transmitted power. We consider two schemes of decode-forward at the relay: carrierwise decode-forward (CDF) and group-wise decode-forward (GDF).
Introduction
It is widely known that wireless relays are useful for fast and efficient establishment of wireless service, and extending the reach of the Internet into areas with insufficient or no cellular wireless coverage. Wireless relays are particularly useful for enhancement of qualityof-service for users at the edge of a cellular network, and for direct communications between vehicles and other types of nodes in mobile ad hoc networks. All of these are because relays But no matter how much new radio spectrum will be allocated, such a physical resource is always limited and should be utilized as efficiently as possible. One method for efficient utilization of radio spectrum is known as full-duplex radio which is able to transmit and receive at the same time and same frequency. In order to realize full-duplex radio, many research groups from both industry and academia have been trying to develop the best possible ways for radio self-interference cancellation and/or isolation, such as [2, 3] and [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . Motivated by the importance of relay, broad bandwidth and full-duplex radio, this paper studies a full-duplex multicarrier relay network and in particular focuses on optimal power allocation to maximize the performance of such a relay network. While many of these have been addressed in the literature, still much more are yet to be explored. In the following, we mention a few of the prior works that are relatively relevant to this work.
Many papers on multicarrier (i.e., OFDM based) relay networks such as [9, 10] and [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] assume that the relays operate in half-duplex mode rather than full-duplex mode.
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And most of these works address non-regenerative (e.g., amplify-forward) half-duplex relays because the problems of regenerative (e.g., decode-forward) half-duplex relays are generally easy to solve and hence of no further intellectual challenge.
A group of recent papers such as [23, 24] and [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] address full-duplex relays. But none of them addresses multicarrier full-duplex decode-forward relay with direct link even though it is well known that a decode-forward relay generally yields a higher capacity than an amplify-forward relay [9] . Another group of recent papers [34] [35] [36] study the problems of multicarrier full-duplex decode-forward relays. But their focuses and assumptions still substantially differ from ours in this paper. In particular, unlike [36] , we will not assume zero self-interference of full-duplex radio. It is known that all practical full-duplex radios have some level of residual self-interference that increases as the transmitted power from the radio increases.
In this paper, we consider a two-hop full-duplex multicarrier decode-forward relay system 1 as illustrated in Fig. 1 , where the residual self-interference of the full-duplex relay and the transmission via the direct link are treated as sources of additional (additive) noise at the relay and the destination respectively. We assume the knowledge of channel amplitudes but not channel phases. Channel phases are known to be much harder to obtain than channel amplitudes. We rule out any coding schemes that heavily rely on full channel state information, which include successive interference cancellation for receiving at relay and/or destination and dirty paper coding for transmitting at source and/or relay. We will consider two decode-forward schemes at the relay: one is carrier-wise decode-forward (CDF) and the other is group-wise decode-forward (GDF). Under the CDF scheme, the relay performs decode-forward on each subcarrier separately. Under the GDF scheme, the relay performs decode-forward on the entire group of subcarriers jointly. These two schemes were also introduced in [37] under different names. But they were not treated with optimal power allocation.
The main contribution in this paper is a novel development of fast algorithms based on the CDF and GDF schemes to compute the optimal power allocations among all subcarriers at the source and the relay to maximize performance of the relay network. By using these algorithms, we will show via simulation that the system capacity based on either CDF or 1 We use "relay system" and "relay network" interchangeably. GDF is higher than that of a corresponding half-duplex relay (HDF) system at power levels where the HDF system outperforms the direct transmission via the direct link. We will also show that the GDF full-duplex relay system consistently outperforms the HDF system at all power levels while both have the same degree of freedom. The GDF scheme with optimal power allocation optimally benefits from both full-duplex and (frequency division)
half-duplex. The algorithmic insights shown in this paper should also be useful for many other related problems. We like to note that the direct link and the self-interference cause a coupling of the optimal power allocation at the source and the optimal power allocation at the relay. It is this coupling that makes the problem much more difficult than otherwise.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The system architecture and signal model of the investigated relay system are detailed in Section 2. In this section, we also introduce the capacity expressions of various transmission schemes including the direct transmission via the direct link, the half-duplex relay scheme, the CDF full-duplex relay scheme, and the GDF full-duplex relay scheme. In Section 3, we develop fast algorithms for optimal power allocation based on the CDF full-duplex scheme. We will consider different problem formulations based on (system-wise) total power constraint, (node-wise) individual power constraint and also (system-wise) rate constraint. We will also study the asymptotical performance of the CDF full-duplex relay system. In Section 3.5, we develop a fast algorithm for optimal power allocation based on the GDF full-duplex scheme. The simulation results are discussed in Section 5. We conclude this paper in Section 6.
System model
The relay network is illustrated in Figure 1 where each link has N subcarriers. Because the relay is operating in the full-duplex mode, both the source node and the relay node will transmit through the same frequency band simultaneously. In other words, each of the N subcarriers will be occupied at the same time by the source for transmission, by the relay for reception and transmission, and by the destination for reception.
The relay system has four channels 2 : the source to relay channel h SR , the relay to destination channel h RD , the direct link channel h SD and the residual self-interference 3 2 "channels" and "links" are interchangeable 3 The residual self-interference channel is the net channel of self-interference after the use of self- Figure 1 . A dual-hop full-duplex DF (decode-forward) multicarrier relay network.
channel h RR . We also use h SR , h RD , h SD and h RR to denote the vectors of channel gains.
In principle, each of these vectors is a N ×1 complex vector (i.e., in C N ×1 ) since each channel has N parallel subcarriers.
Let x S (k) and x R (k) denote the symbol vectors in C N ×1 transmitted by the source and the relay respectively at time k. Each of x S (k) and
symbols, which are also statistically stationary in time. Then the vectors of the signals received by the relay and the destination can be expressed as follows 4 :
Here, the noise vectors n R (k) and n D (k) are independent of each other and each assumed to be CN (0, I) (i.e., normalized circular complex Gaussian random vectors). The symbol '•' indicates the Hadamard product (i.e., element-wise product).
We will use x n and y n to denote the powers of the nth elements of x S (k) and x R (k) at any k, respectively. Also use
Note that h SRn is the nth element of h SR , for example. For optimal power allocation, we will only need these (squared) amplitudes but no phases of the channels.
The (end-to-end) capacity of the relay system depends on further assumptions of transmission and coding schemes. If the power allowed from the source 5 is so high that even interference suppression and cancellation at radio frequency frontend and/or baseband. For convenience, we will also refer to "residual self-interference channel" as "self-interference channel" 4 We also assume that both the distortion generated by the limited dynamic range in the transmitter/recevier and the inter-carrier interference leaked from adjacent subcarriers are weak and can be omitted in comparison with the residual self-interference and the direct link interference. 5 In practice, the power from a source node is not only limited by the power capacity of the source node but also by constraints on its interference to other neighboring networks.
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A C C E P T E D M A N U S C R I P T a weak direct link can be used for direct transmission from the source to the destination, then the relay can be simply ignored (i.e., with y n = 0, ∀n). In this case, the capacity in bits/s/Hz of the system is simply
The optimal power allocation to maximize R Direct follows the classic waterfilling algorithm 6 .
If the source power is not high enough for the direct link to deliver a sufficient data rate, a conventional scheme is known as half-duplex relay scheme where in the first time slot the source transmits to the relay and in the second time slot the relay transmits to the destination. In this case, the capacity of the system (with decode-forward relay) is
with
The optimal power allocation to maximize R Half −dulex is also straightforward by following the waterfilling algorithm.
To improve the spectral efficiency beyond half-duplex, we consider full-duplex relay schemes in this paper. We further assume that there is no cooperative coding between the source and the relay so that the signal from the source via the direct link is treated as an additional noise at the destination 7 . Similarly, the signal from the relay via the selfinterference channel is also treated as an additional noise at the receiver of the relay 8 .
Consequently, the SINRs (signal to interference and noise ratio) of the received signals on the nth subcarrier at the relay and the destination are respectively:
6 Subject to
Such an assumption is also used in [27, 29] 8 Without the channel phase information of h RR at the relay, further self-interference cancellation at the relay is not possible. Channel phases change much more rapidly than channel amplitudes and hence much harder to obtain.
At the decode-forward multicarrier relay, the information received on N subcarriers from the source can be re-distributed onto N subcarriers for transmission to the destination in many possible ways. But we will consider two such schemes: carrier-wise decode-forward (CDF) and group-wise decode-forward (GDF). For the CDF scheme, the information received by the relay on each subcarrier is forwarded on the same subcarrier. For the GDF scheme, the information received by the relay on all subcarriers is re-distributed onto all subcarriers optimally for transmission to the destination. The choice of such a scheme depends on application. If the destination node represents a collection of N distributed small nodes and each small node is assigned with one subcarrier (which is a scenario also discussed in [10] ), then the carrier-wise scheme is naturally suitable. If the destination node is a single physical node and the relay node is also a single physical node, then the GDF scheme is a natural choice.
With CDF full-duplex relay, the capacity of the relay system (in bits/s/Hz) over M time windows is
For convenience, we will also refer to R F ull−duplex as R.
With RDF full-duplex relay, the capacity of the relay system (in bits/s/Hz) over M time windows 9 is
For convenience, we will also refer to C F ull−duplex as C.
The expressions of both R and C are consistent with the previously stated assumption 9 During each time window, the source transmits a packet to the relay at the same time as the relay transmits a packet to the destination over the same N subcarriers. The packet transmitted by the relay in time window m contains the same information as the packet transmitted by the source in time window m − 1.
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A C C E P T E D M A N U S C R I P T that x S (k) and x R (k) are stationary random processes 10 . Furthermore, the expression of C requires cooperative information re-distribution among the subcarriers at the relay so that the sum of the information received by the relay in time window m equals the sum of the information transmitted by the relay in time window m + 1. Note that even though the relay is full-duplex, the information received by the decode-forward relay during one time window cannot be transmitted by the relay in the same time window. The time window indexed by each m ∈ {1, · · · , M } needs to be large enough for the capacity C or R to be achievable 11 . We will also consider a large M so that
Obviously, R is no larger than C. But this property does not necessarily suggest that C is more useful than R, which was explained previously. In terms of degree of freedom, it is easy to verify that under some weak or typical conditions,
, and
But as shown later, we typically have
While these degrees of freedom indicate useful trends as the power increases, fast algorithms for optimal power allocation under power constraints are also important in both theory and practice.
Optimal power allocation based on either R or C is a challenge not addressed elsewhere (to our best knowledge) but addressed in depth in this paper. In the next section, we will consider R for optimal power allocation. In section 4, we will consider optimal power allocation based on C. In all cases, we assume that the channel amplitudes (not phases) of the relay system are available to a central scheduler that computes the optimal power allocations to be implemented at the source and the relay.
Power Allocation for CDF Full-Duplex Relay
In this section, we first consider the following problem:
10 The index k may denote a time both within each time window and across different time windows. A time window also corresponds to the transmission of a data packet.
11 Approximately achievable in practice
T (power allocation at the source) and y = [y 1 , · · · , y N ] T (power allocation at the relay). The computation of this problem requires a central processor which needs all the channel amplitude information of the relay system. We will investigate two types of power constraints: total (sum) power constraint of the source and the relay, and individual power constraint at each of the source and the relay.
Subject to either of the above two types of power constraints, the following holds:
n , y * n ) denotes the optimal power allocation for the nth subcarrier. Then,
Proof. See Appendix A. The same property was also shown in [27] and [34] .
Total power constraint
If we just set an upper bound P T otal on the sum power of the source and the relay, we have the following total power constrained problem:
where
Let p n = x n + y n . Then, by Lemma 1, we know that for any given p n , we can obtain x n and y n by solving:
When A n D n − B n C n = 0, the solution is
In
). The equality N n=1 p n = P T otal is chosen because J p is a decreasing function of p n , ∀n. See the last paragraph in Appendix B.
The Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions of the above problem are
As shown in Appendix B, M n (p n ) is a decreasing function of p n (which suggests that J p
11
A Figure 2 . Illustration of the idea behind Algorithm 1.
is convex), utilizing this monotonic property, the KKT conditions in (17) can be solved by Algorithm 1. For the solved p n , ∀n, the x n and y n , ∀n can be obtained by substituting p n , ∀n into (13). The idea behind this algorithm is also illustrated in Fig 
Individual power constraint
Assuming the total power P S at the source and the total power P R at the relay, the individual power constrained problem is:
Applying Lemma 1, we can use γ Rn = γ Dn , and this property implies that the optimal x n and the optimal y n are one to one related to each other as shown next .
For any given x n , solving γ Rn = γ Dn yields
Total power constraint P T otal ; Accuracy threshold ε.
Output:
Initialized upper bound
for n=1:N do
4:
if υ ≥ p n = 0;
6:
Solve M n (p n ) = υ; where
We will write
Similarly, for any given y n , solving γ Rn = γ Dn yields
We also have that
And we can write
We have shown that the optimal x n and the optimal y n are one to one related to each other. Now let
and
which are two complementary subsets of N. Also define
).
It can be verified that
which means that function J 1 and J 2 are convex functions. See the detailed proof in Appendix C.
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With the above preparation, the problem (19) can be transformed into:
The above problem is a convex problem, i.e., the objective function and the constraints are convex with respect to
Lagrangian function of this problem is:
Then, the KKT conditions of the problem (34) are:
In Appendix C, we prove that the function F n (x n ) is decreasing with respect to x n ∈ [0, +∞}, and G n (x n ) is decreasing with respect to y n ∈ [0, +∞}. While, function f n (x n )
is increasing with respect to x n ∈ [0, +∞}, and g n (x n ) is increasing with respect to y n ∈ [0, +∞}. So, when λ is fixed, υ is a decreasing function with regard to x n and y n . When υ is fixed, λ is a decreasing function with regard to x n and y n . So, we can utilize a twodimension bisection search to search for the optimal λ and υ to solve the KKT conditions in (36) . The proposed two-dimensional bisection search is summarized as Algorithm 2 along with Algorithms (2.a) and (2.b).
Algorithm 2 Two-Dimensional Bisection Search to Solve (36)
Input:
Source power constraint P S , relay power constraint P R ; Accuracy threshold . Output:
2: Set υ = 0, bisection search of λ, x and y to meet n 1 ∈Φ 1 x n 1 + n 2 ∈Φ 2 g n 2 (y n 2 ) = P S , the detailed procedures are presented in Sub-Algorithm (2.a). return x, y; 5: end if 6: Set λ = 0, bisection search of υ, x and y to meet n 1 ∈Φ 1 f n 1 (x n 1 ) + n 2 ∈Φ 2 y n 2 = P R , the detailed procedures are presented in Sub-Algorithm (2.b). Bisection search of λ, x and y to meet n 1 ∈Φ 1 x n 1 + n 2 ∈Φ 2 g n 2 (y n 2 ) = P S for given υ, the detailed procedures are same as Sub-Algorithm (2.a); 12: Bisection search of υ, x and y to meet n 1 ∈Φ 1 f n 1 (x n 1 ) + n 2 ∈Φ 2 y n 2 = P R for given λ, the detailed procedures are same as Sub-Algorithm (2.b); 13: if |P S − 
for n 1 ∈ Φ 1 do
12:
if λ > λ M AX,n 1 then 13:
x n 1 = 0;
14:
Obtain x n 1 by solving −F n (x n 1 ) + λ + υf n 1 (x n 1 ) = 0; 16: end if 17:
end for
19:
for n 2 ∈ Φ 2 do 20:
y n 2 = 0;
22:
Obtain y n 2 by solving −G n 2 (y n 2 ) + λg n 2 (y n 2 ) + υ = 0; 24: end if 25: x n 2 = g n 2 (y n 2 ); 26: end for λ max = λ;
31:
end if 32: end while 33: return λ, x, y;
Power allocation without direct link
We have discussed the optimal power allocation algorithms for the scenario where there can be a direct link from the source to the destination. In this subsection, we consider the special case where the source to destination channel is h SD = 0, i.e., D n = |h SDn | 2 = 0, ∀n ∈ N.
With the total power constraint, the optimal power allocation algorithm given by Algorithm 1 is not affected.
With the individual power constraint, the optimal power allocation algorithm is also
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Sub-Algorithm (2.b) bisection search of υ, x and y to meet
υ M AX,n 1 =
12:
if υ > υ M AX,n 1 then 13:
19:
Obtain y n 2 by solving −G n 2 (y n 2 ) + λg n 2 (y n 2 ) + υ = 0; 24: end if 25: x n 2 = g n 2 (y n 2 ); 26: end for given by Algorithm 2 along with Algorithms (2.a) and (2.b) but with much simplification.
To show this, we start with the following (without the direct link):
A C C E P T E D M A N U S C R I P T Then, the problem (19) reduces to
The Lagrangian function of this problem is
Then, the KKT conditions of the problem (41) are:
Clearly, the above KKT conditions can be solved by Algorithm 2 along with Algorithms (2.a) and (2.b) and by setting Φ 1 = ∅ and Φ 2 = N. Also, for given λ and υ, the equation
+ λg n (y n ) + υ = 0, ∀n, is equivalent to a quadratic polynomial equation and has a closed form solution, which is not the case if there is a direct link where D n = 0.
Asymptotic Performance
Proposition 1. If B n > 0 and D n > 0, ∀n, then as the optimal power in each subcarrier becomes large, the end-to-end capacity R approaches its upper boundR, wherẽ
A C C E P T E D M A N U S C R I P T reduce to
Furthermore, by Lemma 1, the optimal power allocations x * n and y * n must be such that γ Rn = γ Dn , which leads to
Therefore, one can verify that R →R. Since R is an increasing function of x * n and y * n ,R is the upper bound of R.
It is easy to show that if there is a non-empty subset S 0 such that B n D n = 0 and A n C n = 0 for n ∈ S 0 , i.e., there is one or more subcarrier where either the direct link or the self-interference is absent while other links are present, then max R → ∞ as P S → ∞ and = γ Dn = C n y n → ∞ as P S → ∞ and P R → ∞.
Power allocation under rate constraint
In the previous subsections, we have investigated the optimal power allocation under either total power constraint or individual power constraint. In this subsection, we consider how to minimize the total transmitting power under a target end-to-end data rate. This problem can be formulated as
where R * is the target data rate (which should satisfy R * <R if B n D n = 0).
Applying Lemma 1 and the fact that the system capacity is a increasing function of the 20
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total power (see Appendix B), the above optimization problem is equivalent to:
where p n = x n + y n , h n (p n ) and l n (p n ) are presented in (13) and (15) . Here, we have transformed an inequality constraint in the previous form into an equality constraint in the current form, and reduced the number of variables.
The KKT conditions of the above problem are:
where M n (p n ) is shown in (18) . Since M n (p n ) is decreasing with p n , a two-layer bisection search algorithm can be formulated (using an idea similar to that of Algorithm 1) to solve (50). The details of the algorithm are omitted.
Power Allocation for GDF Full-Duplex Relay
In the previous sections, we have presented power allocation algorithms based on the carrier-wise decode-forward scheme. We have seen that the system capacity R is generally saturated as the power at the source and the relay becomes large. In other words, the degree of freedom of R is generally zero, i.e., R log 2 P → 0 as P = P S = P R → ∞.
In this section, we will investigate the power allocation algorithm for the group-wise decode-forward scheme. For this scheme, it is easy to show that the system capacity C as in (8) is no longer upper bounded as the power increases but rather has a degree of freedom equal to 0.5 if N is even. This degree of freedom is achieved when one half of the subcarriers 21
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are used by the source for transmission and the other half of the subcarriers are used by the relay for transmission. In this case, there is no self-interference at the relay nor interference via the direct link at the destination, and C log 2 P → 0.5 as P = P S = P R → ∞. This particular scenario is also equivalent to a half-duplex relay network. Therefore, the system capacity C inherently benefits from both the full-duplex mode and the half-duplex mode. In the following, we will develop fast algorithms for optimal power allocations to maximize C subject to power constraints.
Since the source and the relay typically have separated power sources, the individual power constraint is often more meaningful than the total power constraint. Hence, in this section, we will only consider the individual power constraint. The power allocation problem now is:
Lemma 2. Let (x * , y * ) denote the solution to the problem (51), it holds that
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Lemma 1, and is omitted here.
Then, the problem (51) can be transformed into:
(53)
The new optimization problem (53) has the same solution as the original problem (51).
And the non-differentiable objective function in (51) has been transformed into a differentiable one in (53). However, the problem (53) is still a non-convex problem. Here, we propose a two-phase iteration algorithm to find a locally optimal solution. This algorithm iterates between a source phase and a relay phase. In the source phase, we compute the optimal source power allocation with a given relay power allocation; and in the relay phase, we compute the optimal relay power allocation for a given source power allocation. The two-phase iteration algorithm is a special case of block coordinate descent type methods, and is guaranteed to be locally convergent [38] .
The source-phase computation
With a given relay power allocation, the problem (53) reduces to:
This problem is still non-convex. We will now use a sequential convex programming (SCP) method [39] to relax this non-convex problem into a convex problem by sequential linearization.
Let
By the first order Taylor's series expansion around x = x (k) , H(x) can be approximated as:
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We compute the updated estimate x (k+1) by the following:
The Lagrangian function of this problem is:
The KKT conditions of (58) are:
x n − P S = 0,
From the first equation of (60), if λ is fixed, υ is a decreasing function of x n , and if υ is fixed, λ is also a decreasing function of x n . Hence, the conditions of (60) can be solved by a two-dimensional bisection search, which is summarized as Algorithm 3.
The relay-phase computation
With a given source power allocation, the problem (53) reduces to 
Input:
A n , B n , C n , D n , y n , ∀n ∈ N; Source power constraint P S ; Accuracy threshold ε. Output:
1: Set υ = 0, bisection search of λ and x to meet H T (x, x (k) ) = 0; 2: if N 1 x n < P S then 3: return x; 4: else 5: while (1) do 6: Bisection search of λ and x to meet H T (x, x (k) ) = 0 for given υ; 7: Bisection search of υ and x to meet N 1 x n = P S for given λ; 8: if |H T (x, x (k) | < ε then This problem is similar to that of (54) and can be solved by a similar algorithm as Algorithm 3. We will omit the details.
Initialization
The two-phase iteration algorithm is locally convergent. The result of the algorithm may depend on the initialization of x n , y n , ∀n. There are many possible ways to do the initialization. We have tried two as follows:
Method 1: x n ∀n is such that R SR = 1 N N n=1 log 2 (1 + A n x n ) is maximized subject to N n=1 x n ≤ P S . And y n ∀n is such that R RD = 1 N N n=1 log 2 (1 + C n y n ) is maximized subject to N n=1 y n ≤ P R . This method effectively ignores all the interferences at the relay and the destination.
Method 2: x n ∀n is such that R SR is maximized subject to N n=1 x n ≤ P S and x n = 0, ∀n / ∈ N x . And y n ∀n is such that R RD is maximized subject to N n=1 y n ≤ P R and y n = 0, ∀n / ∈ N y . Here, N x N y = N, and N x is half (or approximate half if N is odd) of the set N. In the simulation, we will choose N to be even and
By simulation, we have found that the optimal results starting from the two methods of initialization are somewhat different. In the higher power region, e.g., the per subcarrier power is ∆P > 40dB, method 2 is better. But in the lower power region, e.g., ∆P < 40dB, method 1 is better. Our explanation is that at higher power the frequency-division 25
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half-duplex is closer to the globally optimal solution, but at lower power the impact of interferences at the relay and the destination is relatively small. We have used method 1 for all simulation examples except Fig. 13 . In this figure, we used both methods of initialization and then chose the better result.
Simulation and Discussion
All algorithms developed in this paper have been tested in Matlab successfully. For the case of carrier-wise decode-forward, all the problems formulated have been reduced equivalently to their convex versions, and hence the globally optimal solutions are achieved by our algorithms. For the case of group-wise decode-forward, locally optimal solutions are obtained by our algorithms. Since our algorithms are designed with a full exploitation of the problem structures, they are much faster than using a general purpose convex optimization package and more suitable for real-time applications where channel gains/attenuations may change rapidly.
For the simulation examples to be shown, we choose the channel parameters based on Fig. 3 are the results under individual power constraint with three different values of λ such that P S = λP T otal and P R = (1 − λ)P T otal . We see that for each value of λ, the optimal allocation of powers by the optimization algorithm yields much higher capacity than uniform allocation of powers. With the direct link, Fig. 3(a) shows that as the power increases the system capacities based on optimal allocations all converge to their common upper boundR while the system capacities based on uniform allocation saturate at values much smaller thanR. Without the direct link, Fig. 3(b) shows that the system capacities based on optimal allocation do not saturate while those based on uniform allocation still saturate. Fig. 4 are the results under total power constraint. Both the cases with and without the direct link are shown in this figure. Like Fig. 3, Fig. 4 also suggests that the capacity gap between optimal allocation and uniform allocation is significant. Shown in Fig. 5 are two identical curves of optimal total power versus optimal capacity achieved either by maximizing the capacity subject to a total power constraint N ∆P or by minimizing the total power subject to a capacity constraint R. We see that the two curves are identical as expected. It should be noted that, due to logarithmic scale of P T otal , the curve shown in this figure does not suggest that the capacity R increases with P T otal faster in the lower power region than in the higher power region. In fact, the contrary is true.
Carrier-wise decode-forward

Shown in
In practice, the number of subcarriers can be large. But there is a good reason not to perform optimal power allocation over the entire set of subcarriers. Shown in curves of the optimal capacity R versus the number of subcarriers N under individual power constraint. Shown in Fig. 7 are curves of the same but under total power constraint. We see that the impact of N is small when N is large 12 . This suggests a possible way to reduce the complexity as shown next.
12 If ∆P becomes very large, the impact of N on optimal power allocation diminishes. The complexity of Algorithm 1 is:
where ε is the precision threshold of the first layer bisection search, and ω is the same of the second layer bisection search (which solves M n (p n ) = υ for p n when given upsilon). The complexity scales mostly linearly with N . For a large N , we can reduce the complexity with little loss of performance by dividing the N subcarriers into several smaller groups. All these 29
A C C E P T E D M A N U S C R I P T groups can be handled in parallel with equal shares of total powers, and each group can be handled more efficiently in computation. For better diversity, the subcarriers from different groups may need to interleave with each other.
The performances shown in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 are examples of the above simplified approach with N = K∆N = 16, i.e., K groups with each group containing ∆N subcarriers. We see that for ∆N = 4, the simplified approach is very close in performance to the optimal approach. Note that when ∆N = 1, the total power is divided evenly among all N subcarriers. But unlike uniform allocation which is also shown in these two figures, the simplified approach optimally adjusts the power in each subcarrier for both the source and the relay. For this reason, the simplified approach even with ∆N = 1 is far better than the uniform distribution of power. 
A C C E P T E D M
A N U S C R I P T Figure 9 . Optimal allocation vs. sub-optimal (simplified) allocation under total power constraint. N = K∆N = 16 and P T otal = N ∆P . Averaged over 100 channel realizations. Figure 10 . Optimal capacity C vs. per-subcarrier power ∆P of group-wise decode-forward. Averaged over 100 channel realizations. OA means optimal allocation of power, and UA means uniform allocation of power. Fig. 10 are four curves of the optimal capacity C versus the per-subcarrier power ∆P of the relay system with group-wise decode-forward and individual power constraint.
Group-wise decode-forward
Shown in
The four curves correspond to the four cases: UA (uniform allocation of power) at both the source and the relay; OA (optimal allocation of power) at the source and UA at the relay;
and OA at both the source and the relay via the two-phase iteration. We see that in the low power region the optimization for the relay alone is as good as the optimization for both RR be a variable. Shown as Fig. 11 is a comparison of the (maximized) capacities of the half-duplex scheme R Half −duplex , the full-duplex scheme with carrier-wise decode-forward R and the full-duplex scheme with group-wise decode-forward C as the strength σ 2 RR of the self-interference channel varies. We see that R Half −duplex stays constant as expected while both R and C decrease as σ 2 RR increases. However, C always stays higher than R Half −duplex no matter how large σ 2 RR becomes 13 . This is because, with optimal power allocation based on group-wise decodeforward, the relay system automatically transforms into frequency-division half-duplex as σ 2 RR becomes large. Fig. 12 confirms the transformation. Fig. 12(a) shows the optimal power allocation results when the self-interference is weak (σ 2 RR = −20dB). In this case, all subcarriers are fully occupied by both the source and the relay for transmission. Fig. 12(b) shows the same but when the self-interference is strong (σ 2 RR = 0dB). In this case, the source uses one half of the subcarriers for transmission and the relay uses mostly the other half for transmission.
Yet, the 3rd subcarrier is still utilized by the relay in the full-duplex mode. In other words, the optimized C benefits from both half-duplex and full-duplex, and hence is always larger than R Half −duplex . Figure 13 . Five optimized capacities versus ∆P . Averaged over 100 channel realizations. 13 Due to the noise via the direct link, C < 2R Half −duplex even if σ
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In Fig. 13 , we compare the five optimized capacities (as ∆P varies): the direction transmission from the source to the relay R direct , the half-duplex decode-forward scheme R Half −duplex , the full-duplex carrier-wise decode-forward R = R F ull−duplex , the full-duplex group-wise decode-forward C = C F ull−duplex and the hybrid scheme R M ax = max(R direct , C).
We see that, when the power is very high (e.g., ∆P > 50dB), the direction transmission scheme outperforms all other schemes as expected. We also see that, in the high power region, C and R Half −duplex move in parallel, which is also expected since both have the degree of freedom equal to 1 2 . In practice, we can hardly afford to have ∆P > 50dB due to limited power resources as well as constrained interference to other neighboring networks.
For moderate power levels, e.g., ∆P < 30dB, we see that both R and C exceed R Half −duplex and R direct .
Conclusion
In this paper, we have explored the optimal power allocation problems of a dual-hop multi-carrier relay system using a decode-forward full-duplex relay. We allow the presence of the direct link from the source to the destination and a residual level of self-interference at the full-duplex relay. We have considered two schemes of multi-carrier decode-forward:
carrier-wise and group-wise. For the carrier-wise scheme, we have transformed the original problems into equivalent convex problems and developed fast algorithms to find the exact optimal solutions. For the group-wise scheme, we have developed a locally convergent fast algorithm. The simulation results based on our algorithms consistently show that both schemes yield higher system capacities than the half-duplex scheme at power levels where the half-duplex scheme outperforms the direct transmission via the direct link.
The algorithms developed require channel amplitude information but not channel phase information. The coding schemes on which the power allocation problems in this paper are formulated have a standard complexity without the need for dirty paper coding at transmitters and/or successive interference cancellation at receivers. The optimal power allocation algorithms based on both R F ull−duplex and C F ull−duplex are important. We believe that the insights shown in this paper can be applied to solve many other related problems. ) is increasing with p, so the the system capacity (or the objective function in (11) ) is increasing with P T otal .
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Appendix C. Proof of convexness of J 1 and J 2
To prove the convexness of J 1 and J 2 shown in (30) and (31), let F n (x n ) = − . We only to prove that F n (x n ) and G n (y n ) are both decreasing functions.
The proof of each case is similar to the other. So, we will only focus on F n (x n ).
To simplify the expressions, we will ignore the subscript n in the following derivations. Then, we obtain F (x) < 0.
Based on equation (23), F (x) can be transformed into another form:
F (x) = log 2 e N · Cf (x)(1 + Dx) − CDf (x) (1 + Dx) 2 + Cf (x)(1 + Dx) , (C.4)
Taking its derivative with respect to x, we have which again imply that F (x) < 0.
Similarly, we can also prove that G n (y n ) is decreasing with respect to y n ∈ [0, +∞}.
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